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Abstract

Net zero energy buildings (NZEBs) have been widely considered to be an effective solution to the increasing energy and environmental problems. Most conventional design methods for NZEB systems are based on deterministic data/information and have not systematically considered the significant uncertainty impacts. Consequently, the conventional design methods lead to popular oversized problems in practice. Meanwhile, NZEB system design methods need to consider customers’ actual performance preferences but few existing methods can take account of them. Therefore, this study proposes a multi-criteria system design optimization for NZEBs under uncertainties. In the study, three performance criteria are used to evaluate the overall NZEB system performance based on user-defined weighted factors. Case studies are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Buildings consume over 40% of end-use energy worldwide [1] and this percentage for building sector in Hong Kong is even much higher (over 90% of electricity). Such a large part of energy consumption of buildings has imposed significant impacts on the energy conservation and environment protection issues. In order to overcome the energy and environment problems and to pursue sustainable development, net zero energy building (NZEB) has been proposed [2]. NZEB refers to buildings which generate the same amount of energy as they consume over a specific period (e.g. a year). In order to promote the development of NZEBs, many countries/regions have set clear targets for the near future. For instance, U.S. has set a zero energy target for 50% of commercial buildings by 2040 and for all commercial buildings by 2050 [3]. In Europe, the Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD) establishes a “nearly net zero energy buildings” as the building target for all new buildings from 2020 [4]. Similarly, the Hong Kong government has set a target for carbon reductions: carbon intensity should be reduced by 50% to 60% by 2020 compared with 2005 baseline [5].

Over the last decades, many NZEB studies have been conducted and they are mainly located in the areas including definitions and performance evaluations of NZEBs [6-7], NZEB and system design [8-9], NZEB integration with renewable energies [10-11], NZEB system control/management optimization [12-13]. Regarding the system design of NZEBs, most conventional methods are based on deterministic data/information and they have not systematically taken account of uncertainty impacts. As a consequence, the conventional design methods can easily cause the problem of oversizing. One simple example is the sizing of air-conditioning system. To select proper size of an air-conditioning system, peak cooling load needs to be properly estimated. It has been shown by many studies that the peak cooling load estimation is associated with uncertainties since building physical parameters cannot be accurately set [14-15] and the weather and the internal load used in the design may be different from the real situation after use [16-18]. In the conventional methods, the peak cooling load is estimated through two simple methods: the worst case scenario method and the safety factor method [19]. In the former method, all the inputs are chosen in such a manner that they will lead to the largest peak cooling load. In the latter method, a safety factor is deliberately added to the peak cooling load that is calculated under typical design condition [20]. Both methods heavily depend on the empirical knowledge of designers. Due to lack of systematic consideration of the uncertainty impacts, oversized design is commonly observed in the applications of these conventional methods [17]. Similar oversized problems are also popular in sizing renewable energy systems. In order to overcome such challenge, the impacts of the uncertainties need to be systematically considered in the system design of NZEBs. With uncertainty distribution identified, statistical method (e.g. Monte Carlo simulation) is one of effective solutions to systematically assess the uncertainty impacts.

Meanwhile, NZEB system design needs to consider customers’ different performance preferences, but unfortunately few existing methods can take account of them. It is very likely that different customers may have different performance preferences. In other words, multiple pre-defined performance indices (e.g. initial cost, indoor thermal comfort and building-grid interactions) in the NZEB system design are not equally important to customers. For instance, some customers may consider the initial system cost is more important than other performance indices; but other customers may consider the opposite. In this case, the multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is needed for the NZEB system design optimization. MCDM is an effective technique to evaluate the overall performance of each alternative and identify the optimal one by assessing the potential costs, benefits and risks [21]. This technique has already been applied in building system design [22-24]. Balcomb adopted the MCDM method to compare several building design alternatives including insulation, glazing, duct leakage, thermal mass etc. [23]. Considering uncertainty impacts, Sten compared two different design strategies whether adding cooling system or not in thermal zone and made a choice with Bayesian decision theory [24]. Hopfe applied analytic hierarchy process to compare the performance of two buildings in terms of initial cost, architectural form and symbolism etc. [16]. NZEB system sizing is actually important for minimizing the initial system cost, ensuring good indoor thermal comfort and minimizing the grid stress caused by the power mismatch. Power mismatch (i.e. difference between building power generation and demand) is an inherent problem to NZEBs. The renewable energy generation is of high
uncertainty and intermittent nature. The power generated is not only discontinuous but also fluctuate, which causes the fluctuations of real time power mismatch. Connection to bulk grid is a popular approach to solve the power mismatch problem in NZEBs. One major limitation of the approach is the direct import/export of fluctuating power from/to the grid can easily result in stresses on the grid power balance and the power supply quality. Such stress can be described by the grid interaction index [25]. When cost, indoor thermal comfort and grid stress are considered simultaneously, the NZEB system design becomes a problem of MCDM.

This paper, therefore, proposes a multi-criteria system design optimization for NZEBs under uncertainties. The proposed method is constituted of three parts. The first part is to identify the peak cooling load uncertainty distribution using Monte Carlo simulation with three types of building parameter uncertainties considered. The second part is to size the air-conditioning system and the renewable system (including PV panel and wind turbine) according to the identified peak load distribution. The third part is to select the optimal system size based on the overall performance evaluation results in terms of the pre-defined criteria. Case studies are also conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method through comparison with one conventional system design method.

2. Methodology

2.1 Overview of the multi-criteria system design optimization method

Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the multi-criteria system design optimization method for NZEBs under uncertainties. In this study, the performance criteria concerning system initial cost, indoor thermal comfort and grid stress caused by power mismatch are considered. The proposed method consists of three parts. In the first part, the uncertainty of the peak cooling load is identified using the stochastic inputs and the Monte Carlo simulation. Peak cooling load uncertainty is caused by the uncertainties of physical parameter, design parameter and scenario parameter which can be described using statistic distributions [26]. Monte Carlo method is a sample-based method which relies on repeated random sampling to obtain numerical results. Due to its simplicity and convenience, Monte Carlo method has been widely used to obtain model output distribution especially in the presence of multiple input uncertainties [27].

In the second part, both the air-conditioning system size and the renewable system size are determined according to the thresholds (i.e. $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_n$) selected from the identified peak load distribution. Different thresholds represent different potential risks that the corresponding air-conditioning capacity (i.e. $Q_1, Q_2, \ldots, Q_n$) cannot fulfill the estimated peak cooling load. Such potential risks can be evaluated using the cumulative probability of the obtained peak load uncertainty. A smaller threshold implies a larger potential risk. Based on the determined air-conditioning system sizes, the associated building annual energy demands (i.e. $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n$) are estimated. Due to the goal of net zero energy in a NZEB, these estimated annual energy demands are used to determine the sizes of the renewable system.

In the third part, the optimal sizes of the air-conditioning system and the renewable system are selected according to the overall performance evaluation results. In order to optimize the system sizes under the established multi-criteria, performance trade-offs caused by the system size changes need to be considered. For instance, a larger air-conditioning system size can provide a better indoor thermal comfort but will cause a more expensive initial cost. Meanwhile, the uncertainty impacts is systematically investigated and evaluated through Monte Carlo simulation in terms of initial cost, indoor thermal comfort and grid stress. According to the weighted factors assigned by users to different performance criteria,
the overall performance scores \((J_1, J_2, \ldots, J_r)\) are obtained and compared at different thresholds. The system sizes with the highest overall performance score are selected as the optimal ones.

### 2.2 Peak cooling load uncertainty identification

Cooling load uncertainty is mainly caused by three types of parameter uncertainties: physical parameter uncertainty, design parameter uncertainty and scenario parameter uncertainty [28]. Physical parameter refers to physical properties of materials and they are mostly identified as the standard input parameters in conventional design methods and not influenced by designers. Design parameter refers to pre-set working condition of building during the planning process and they are fully determined by the decision maker/designers. Scenario parameter refers to parameters that are related to the real-time operation of the building during its life time. They are not measurable and hard to control [29]. Studies have shown that all these parameters are associated with uncertainties which have significant impacts on building system design [17, 28-29]. The characteristics of these uncertainties can be described by statistical distributions (e.g. normal distribution, triangular distribution) [26]. In this study, the input parameters and their uncertainty distributions used are as shown in Table-1.

**Table-1 Building parameter uncertainty distributions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Distributions</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical parameters</td>
<td>U value of window</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td>[14-15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal shading coefficient</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External shading coefficient</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal conductive heat transfer rate</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External conductive heat transfer rate</td>
<td>Triangular distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design parameters</td>
<td>Occupant number</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer number</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light ratio</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External conductive</td>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td>[16-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat transfer rate</td>
<td>Ambient relative humidity (RH)</td>
<td>Normal distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These parameter uncertainties are taken as the inputs of a constructed virtual building. For each uncertain parameter, a row of 100,000 samples is generated from the assigned distribution using random sampling approach. An input matrix is formed by all these 12 rows of samples and the input matrix is sent to the constructed building for Monte Carlo simulation. After the Monte Carlo simulation, the associated 100,000 peak loads are obtained for its uncertainty distribution identification.

### 2.3 Net zero energy building system sizing

Multiple thresholds are selected by user from the identified peak load distribution. Each threshold determines its corresponding air-conditioning system size. In other words, the air-conditioning system size needs to meet the user selected threshold, as shown by (1).

\[
Q_i = \lambda, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]  

(1)

where, \(Q_i\) is the cooling capacity of the air-conditioning system; \(\lambda\) is the user selected threshold; \(n\) is the number of the thresholds.

After the air-conditioning system size \(Q\) is determined, the power consumption of air-conditioning system at any cooling load \(CL\) can be estimated, as shown in (2). With the power consumptions of the air-conditioning system and the lighting system known, the associated building annual energy demand can be calculated as (3).

\[
P_{AC, Pow} = f(Q, CL)
\]

\[
E_{dem} = \sum (P_{AC, Pow} + P_{light}) \times \Delta t
\]  

(3)

where, \(E_{dem}\) is the building annual energy demand; \(Pow\) is the power consumption; \(CL\) is the cooling load; \(\Delta t\) is the time interval and subscripts \(AC\) and \(light\) represent the air-conditioning system and the lighting system.

With the estimated building annual energy demand \(E_{dem}\), the size of the renewable system can be determined. In this study, two types of renewable systems (i.e. PV panel and wind turbine) are used. The sum of their energy supplies needs to meet the building annual energy demand, as shown in (4).

\[
E_{PV, sup} + E_{Wind, sup} = \phi E_{dem} \propto A
\]

\[
E_{PV, sup} + (1 - \phi) E_{dem} \propto Num
\]  

(4)

where, \(E_{PV, sup}\) and \(E_{Wind, sup}\) represent the energy supplies from the PV panel and the wind turbines; coefficient \(\phi\) is the percentage of the overall energy supply from the PV system; \(A\) and \(Num\) are the PV panel area and the number of the wind turbines.

### 2.4 Optimal system size selection

The multi-criteria function is established as (5). It consists of three performance scores, i.e. initial cost score \(\Gamma_{cost}\), thermal comfort score \(\Gamma_{comfort}\) and grid stress score \(\Gamma_{stress}\). The performance score \(\Gamma\) is quantified using the linear
interpolation between the least preferred performance \( P_{\text{least}} \) and the most preferred performance \( P_{\text{most}} \), as expressed in (6).

For one performance criterion, the most preferred performance is assigned the score of 100, and the least preferred option is assigned the score of 0.

\[
J = \alpha_{\text{cost}} \times \Gamma_{\text{cost}} + \alpha_{\text{comfort}} \times \Gamma_{\text{comfort}} + (1 - \alpha_{\text{cost}} - \alpha_{\text{comfort}}) \times \Gamma_{\text{grid}}
\]

(5)

\[
\Gamma = \frac{P - P_{\text{cost}}}{P_{\text{cost}} - P_{\text{most}}} \times 100
\]

(6)

where, \( \alpha_{\text{cost}} \) and \( \alpha_{\text{comfort}} \) are the weighted factors assigned by users according to their actual preference; \( \Gamma \) represents the performance score; and the subscripts \( \text{cost, comfort and stress} \) are system initial cost, thermal comfort and grid stress.

The initial cost is determined by the air-conditioning system size and renewable system size. It is calculated by (7).

Regarding the air-conditioning system, the initial cost is also calculated using linear interpolation on the prices of products. With regard to the renewable system, the initial cost of PV panel is the product of the area and unit price; the initial cost of wind turbine is the product of number and the price of single wind turbine.

\[
P_{\text{install}} = \beta_1 \times \frac{Q}{Q_{\text{active}}} + \beta_2 \times A + \beta_3 \times \text{Num}
\]

(7)

where, \( \beta_1 \) is the price of air-conditioning system with capacity \( Q_{\text{active}} \); \( \beta_2 \) is the unit price of PV panel and \( \beta_3 \) is the price of one wind turbine.

The thermal comfort is evaluated using the total failure time in which the cooling supplied from the air-conditioning system \( \text{CL}_{\text{sup}} \) cannot meet the actual cooling load \( \text{CL}_{\text{act}} \), as expressed by (8). A larger failure time indicates the worse indoor thermal comfort.

\[
P_{\text{comfort}} = \sum \Delta t_i \text{ (CL}_{\text{act}}^i \text{ < CL}_{\text{sup}}^i)\]

(8)

The average grid stress caused by the power mismatch can be depicted using the grid interaction index [25], as shown by (9). The index represents fluctuations of energy exchanges of building with grid. The smaller the index, the smaller the grid stress.

\[
P_{\text{mismatch}} = \text{STD} \left( \max \left| \text{Pow}_{\text{max},i} \right|, \ldots, \left| \text{Pow}_{\text{max},i} \right| \right)
\]

(9)

where, STD is the standard deviation; \( \text{Pow}_{\text{max}} \) is the power mismatch between the building power supply and building power demand; subscript \( i \) represents \( i^{th} \) hour.

3. Simulation Study Platform

3.1 Building description

With its powerful transient simulation capability, TRNSY [30] was used in this study to simulate a case building and its air-conditioning and renewable systems. The building is a low-rise academic building with 10 identical floors and 30m high in total. Each floor has two same sized classrooms. The dimensions of the classroom are 7.6m×6m with the capacity of 16 occupants. Each classroom has one window facing to the west with the size of 4m×1.5m. The indoor temperature was set to 25 °C, and the relative humidity was set to 50%. The ventilation rate was set to be 10 ACH and 5 ACH in the occupied hours (6:00 am to 22:00 pm) and the unoccupied hours respectively. The infiltration rate was set to be 0.2 ACH. There were 16 computers with a nominal power of 140W in each classroom. The computers were switched on in the occupied hours and off in the other time. The power density of the lighting system (i.e. eight Halogen lights) in each classroom was 55W/m². The parameter uncertainties used in the study for peak load estimation are as shown in Table-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Base value</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Truncation</th>
<th>Rounding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Occupant number</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N(16, 2²)</td>
<td>[12, 20]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Computer number</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>N(16, 3²)</td>
<td>[12, 16]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Light ratio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N(1, 0.2²)</td>
<td>[0.5, 1]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inflation (ACH)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>N(0.2, 0.05²)</td>
<td>[0.15, 0.35]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ventilation (ACH)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N(10, 0.5²)</td>
<td>[8.5, 11.5]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>U value of window ( (\text{kJ}/\text{hr} \cdot \text{m}^2\text{K}) )</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>N(8.17, 0.4²)</td>
<td>[7, 9.5]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Internal shading coefficient</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>N(0.5, 0.1²)</td>
<td>[0.3, 0.7]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>External shading coefficient</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>N(0.2, 0.05²)</td>
<td>[0.05, 0.2]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Internal convection transfer rate ( (\text{kJ}/\text{hr} \cdot \text{m}^2\text{K}) )</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>N(11, 0.5²)</td>
<td>[9.5, 15]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>External convection transfer rate ( (\text{kJ}/\text{hr} \cdot \text{m}^2\text{K}) )</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>T(43.2,68.4, 82.8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ambient temperature ( ^\circ\text{C} )</td>
<td>33.56</td>
<td>N(33.56, 1.5²)</td>
<td>[32, 34]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ambient relative humidity ( % )</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>N(5.5, 2.5²)</td>
<td>[50, 60]</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Air-conditioning system description

The air-conditioning system is as shown in Figure-2. In the chiller plant, constant speed pumps were used in the primary (i.e. chilled water production) side; while variable speed pumps were used in the secondary (i.e. chilled water distribution) side. The set-point for the supply chilled water was 7°C and for the supply air temperature of the air-handling unit (AHU) was 16°C, which was controlled by adjusting the speed of the pumps in the secondary loop. The condenser water loop mainly consisted of a constant speed pump, a cooling tower equipped with a variable speed fan. The outlet water temperature of cooling tower was set to be 5°C above the wet-bulb temperature of ambient air. Such temperature difference was maintained through adjusting the speed of the fan in the cooling tower [15].

![Figure-2 Schematics of the air-conditioning system](image)

The main steps for the component sizing and component power estimations of the air-conditioning system are illustrated as follows. The chiller plant was sized to have a rated cooling capacity which can meet the chosen peak load (i.e. the threshold). The power consumption of the chiller \( W_c \) was calculated according to the nominal COP, its actual supplied cooling \( Q_c \), and the fraction of full load power-FFLP [30].

\[
W_c = 3600 \times FFLP \times Q_c / COP_{nom}
\]

(10)

3.3 Renewable system description

Both PV panels and wind turbines were used in the study for energy supply. Type 562 from TRNSYS was used to simulate the power supply of the PV panel system. 11 represents the relation between the PV panel power output and the solar radiation. Type 90, i.e. wind energy conversion system (WECS), was chosen in the study to simulate the power supply of the wind turbines. 12 represents the relation between the wind turbine power output and the wind velocity.

\[
P_{we} = (\tau \alpha)_s(IAM)I_f \eta A
\]

(11)

where, \( (\tau \alpha)_s \) is the transmittance-absorptance product of the PV cover for solar radiation at a normal angle of incidence, ranging from 0 to 1; \( IAM \) is the combined incidence angle modifier for the PV cover material, ranging from 0 to 1 and it can be calculated using the entered information about the cover material’s refractive index, thickness, thermal conductivity, and extinction coefficient; \( I_f \) is the total amount of solar radiation incident on the PV collector surface (kJ/hr.m²); \( \eta \) is the overall efficiency of the PV array; and \( A \) is the PV surface area (m²).

\[
P = C_p \rho A_R U_0^3
\]

(12)

where, \( P \) is power output (kW); \( \rho \) is air density (kg/m³); \( A_R \) is rotor area (m²); \( U_0 \) is wind velocity in the free stream (m/s); power coefficient \( C_p \) is a function of the axial induction factor.

4. Case Studies

4.1 Peak load uncertainty identification

Random sampling approach was used to generate 100,000 samples for each uncertain parameter listed in Tabl-2. The samples were used in the Monte-Carlo simulation to investigate the characteristics of the peak cooling load. The generated 100,000 peak cooling loads were put into a histogram and its distribution is as shown in Figure-3. The horizontal axis displays the range of the peak cooling load uncertainty. The left vertical axis is the frequency that a particular level of peak cooling load occurs, and the right one is the cumulative probability of the peak cooling load. The figure shows that the peak cooling load uncertainty can be approximately described by a normal distribution. The mean value of the normal distribution \( \mu \) was 193 kW, and the standard deviation \( \sigma \) was about 6 kW.
Figure-3 Histogram of the identified peak cooling load uncertainty

Based on the obtained peak cooling load uncertainty, seven different thresholds (λ₁, λ₂, λ₃, λ₄, λ₅, λ₆, λ₇) were selected for sizing the air-conditioning system, as shown in Table-3. Each threshold had its own potential risk that the corresponding capacity cannot fulfill the estimated peak cooling load. For example, if the λ was chosen to be 209.65 kW (i.e. λ=μ+3σ), the potential risk was only 0.15% (i.e. 1-the cumulative probability) that the selected cooling capacity cannot fulfill the estimated peak load. In other words, 99.85% of the estimated peak load uncertainty can be satisfied by the corresponding air-conditioning size with capacity of 209.65 kW.

Table-3 Seven thresholds and their potential risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>λ</th>
<th>Cumulative probability density</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Cooling Capacity (kW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λ₁=μ</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>Q₇=192.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₂=μ+0.5σ</td>
<td>69.15%</td>
<td>30.85%</td>
<td>Q₆=195.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₃=μ+σ</td>
<td>84.15%</td>
<td>15.85%</td>
<td>Q₅=198.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₄=μ+1.5σ</td>
<td>93.32%</td>
<td>6.68%</td>
<td>Q₄=201.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₅=μ+2σ</td>
<td>97.70%</td>
<td>2.30%</td>
<td>Q₃=204.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₆=μ+2.5σ</td>
<td>99.38%</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
<td>Qₑ=207.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₇=μ+3σ</td>
<td>99.85%</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>Q₇=209.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Building system sizing according to selected thresholds

In the study, the size of the air-conditioning system was chosen according to the selected thresholds. According to (1), seven different sizes of the air-conditioning system were chosen correspondingly. Different sizes of the air-conditioning system had different annual energy consumptions, as shown in Table-4. The maximum PV panel area and the maximum number of the wind turbine with the rated power of 9 kW are also as shown in the table. The maximum PV panel area/the maximum number of wind turbine meant the associated annual energy demand can be supplied by the PV system/the wind turbine alone. Based on the price information of the systems, the initial cost can be calculated for the air-conditioning system and the renewable systems. Compared with the energy consumptions of the other systems (e.g. lighting system, lift system), the annual energy of the air-conditioning system was much larger and also much more complex to estimate. Hence, in the study, the air-conditioning system energy consumption was considered for the sizing of the renewable systems. In practice, the other system energy consumptions can be simply added for the renewable system sizing.

Table-4 Air conditioning system annual energy consumption and corresponding renewable system sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Air-conditioning size (kW)</th>
<th>Annual energy consumption (10⁴kWh)</th>
<th>Maximum PV panel area (10⁴m²)</th>
<th>Maximum Wind turbine number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q₁=192.97</td>
<td>3.3222</td>
<td>2.1868</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Q₂=195.91</td>
<td>3.3871</td>
<td>2.2295</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Q₃=198.82</td>
<td>3.4257</td>
<td>2.2549</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Q₄=201.68</td>
<td>3.4609</td>
<td>2.2781</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Q₅=204.51</td>
<td>3.4979</td>
<td>2.3024</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Qₑ=207.20</td>
<td>3.5319</td>
<td>2.3248</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Q₇=209.65</td>
<td>3.5650</td>
<td>2.3466</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With different values of φ selected in (4), the resulting power mismatches had different characteristics in magnitudes and fluctuations. Power mismatches with different characteristics resulted in different grid interaction indices representing the grid stress caused by the fluctuating energy exchange between the building and the grid. In this study, the φ values (representing the percentages of the overall energy supplied by the PV panel system) were changed from 0 to 1 with the step length of 0.1. Hence, for each sized air-conditioning system, there were 11 different size combinations of the PV panel and
the wind turbine. With a set of given weighted factors, the size combination with the highest performance score was selected as the renewable system.

4.3 Performance evaluation and system size optimization

In the proposed method, a set of weighted factors need to be defined before the overall performance evaluation expressed by (5). In the study, the values of the weighted factors were assigned as $\alpha_{\text{cost}}=0.3$ and $\alpha_{\text{comfort}}=0.4$. In order to consider the uncertainty impacts, the Monte Carlo simulation of 80 years was conducted for the performance assessment. The building parameter uncertainties in Table-2 were sampled and used in the performance assessment. Considering the impacts of the scenario parameters on the power generation of the renewable systems, a normal distribution (i.e. N$(0, 10%)$) was added to describe the uncertainties of solar radiation and wind speed [33]. The unit price of PV panel and the wind turbine with the rated power of 9 kW were 16 HKD/m$^2$ and 57,000 HKD respectively [34-35]. The associated initial costs of the seven different sized air-conditioning system were selected as 2,083,080 HKD, 2,109,710 HKD, 2,136,400 HKD, 2,162,210 HKD, 2,188,190HKD, 2,212,420HKD and 2,235,140 HKD with reference to [29]. Note that the mean values of the Monte Carlo simulation results were used for the performance score calculations.

In this study, the indoor thermal comfort was evaluated using the total failure time in which the cooling supplied cannot meet the actual cooling load demand as expressed by (8). Since the failure time was only dependent on the air conditioning system size, the thermal comfort evaluations did not need to consider the renewable system sizes. Figure-4 (a) shows the mean failure time of the seven air-conditioning system sizes selected in Section 4.2. It can be observed that the failure time decreased with the size/capacity increase of the air-conditioning system. More importantly, the reduction of the failure time followed an exponential way instead of a linear way. The exponential reduction indicated that the indoor thermal comfort deterioration rates were different at different system sizes. For instance, the failure time rapidly increased by 3.64 hour as the size reduced from 195.91 kW to 192.97 kW; while it only increased by 0.44 hour as the size reduced from 209.65 kW to 207.2 kW. Such comfort deterioration rate difference need to be well considered for the sizing of air-conditioning system especially as multiple criteria are considered. Otherwise, undesirable results will be expected. For instance, the size increase of a system with enough capacity can only contribute little to the reduction of the failure time (i.e. the improvement of the indoor thermal comfort) but cause significant initial cost increase. The associated performance scores calculated using (6) is shown in Figure-4 (b). The least preferred performance for the score calculation was the largest failure time occurring in the Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. 20 hours; while the most preferred performance for the score calculation was the smallest failure time occurring in the Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. 0 hour. Basically, a larger failure time resulted in a lower performance score.

The fluctuations of power mismatch can cause the stress on grid power balance and power supply quality. The grid stress can be described using the grid interaction index as expressed by (9). The grid interaction index was mainly dependent on the size combination of the renewable energy system. Figure-5 (a) shows the interaction index at different size combinations. The renewable system size combination was determined by parameter $\varphi$ which represents the percentage of overall building energy supplied by PV system. The associated performance score is shown in Figure-5 (b). The least preferred performance for the score calculation was the largest grid interaction index occurring in the Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. about 0.22; while the most preferred performance for the score calculation was the smallest grid interaction index occurring in the Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. about 0.16. From Figure-5, it can be observed that single type of renewable system (either 100% PV system or 100% wind turbine) had the largest grid interaction indices that represented the largest power mismatch fluctuations and correspondingly the largest grid stress. The best size combination was when PV system provided about 50 percent of the building overall energy demand. Compared with the pure PV system (i.e. 100% PV), the best renewable system size combination (i.e. 50% PV) significantly reduced the fluctuations of the power mismatch as shown in Figure-6.

![Figure-4 Mean failure time (a) and thermal comfort performance score (b) variations with air-conditioning system sizes](image-url)

- The fluctuations of power mismatch can cause the stress on grid power balance and power supply quality. The grid stress can be described using the grid interaction index as expressed by (9). The grid interaction index was mainly dependent on the size combination of the renewable energy system. Figure-5 (a) shows the interaction index at different size combinations. The renewable system size combination was determined by parameter $\varphi$ which represents the percentage of overall building energy supplied by PV system. The associated performance score is shown in Figure-5 (b). The least preferred performance for the score calculation was the largest grid interaction index occurring in the Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. about 0.22; while the most preferred performance for the score calculation was the smallest grid interaction index occurring in the Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. about 0.16. From Figure-5, it can be observed that single type of renewable system (either 100% PV system or 100% wind turbine) had the largest grid interaction indices that represented the largest power mismatch fluctuations and correspondingly the largest grid stress. The best size combination was when PV system provided about 50 percent of the building overall energy demand. Compared with the pure PV system (i.e. 100% PV), the best renewable system size combination (i.e. 50% PV) significantly reduced the fluctuations of the power mismatch as shown in Figure-6.
Given the weighted factors and the price information of the systems, the overall performance scores calculated by (5) are shown in Figure-7. It can be clearly observed that both the air-conditioning system size and the renewable system size combination played significant roles in the multi-criteria system optimization of a NZEB. The overall performance score varied in a wide range between 34 and 78. Based on the highest overall performance score (i.e. 78), the associated optimal system sizes can be determined. In the study, the optimal air-conditioning system size was 201.68 kW. The optimal PV panel area was 1139 m² and the wind turbine number was 15. Such a wide range variation of the overall performance score also demonstrated the air-conditioning system size and the renewable system size combination needed to be carefully selected. Otherwise, the design building systems in a NZEB can have a very poor overall performance. Relatively high scores can be obtained at the PV system providing building energy percentages around 50%. The main reason was that the grid stress representing by the grid interaction index was significantly reduced when about 50% of building energy was supplied by the PV system, as shown in Figure-5. With the air-conditioning system size increase, the overall performance firstly increased to a peak value and then reduced. The main reason was the performance tradeoff between the indoor thermal comfort and the initial cost. In the air-conditioning system size increase process, the initial cost increased (i.e. the initial cost performance score reduced) at a relatively constant rate. However, in the air-conditioning system size increase process, the failure time decreased (i.e. the indoor thermal comfort score increased) at different rates (i.e. an exponential rate), as shown in Figure-4. The thermal comfort performance score was significantly improved as the air-conditioning system size was increased from a small capacity. In this case, the overall performance score increased due to that the performance score increase of the thermal comfort was larger than the associated performance score reduction of the initial cost. The further increase of the air-conditioning system size with a large capacity can only contribute little to the reduction of the failure time and the improvement of the indoor thermal comfort, as shown in Figure-4. In this case, the overall performance score decreased due to that the performance score increase of the thermal comfort was smaller than the performance score reduction of the initial cost. It should be mentioned that the final optimal system sizes from the proposed method depends on the user defined weighted factors according to their actual preferences. In other words, as different weighted factors selected, different optimal system sizes will be correspondingly obtained using the proposed multi-criteria NZEB system optimization method.
5 Conclusions
The study proposes a multi-criteria system design optimization for NZEBs under uncertainties. The study results show that the peak cooling load uncertainty approximately follows a normal distribution and it needs to be well considered for the sizing of the air-conditioning system as multiple criteria considered. With the size decrease of the air-conditioning system, the indoor thermal comfort representing by the failure time deteriorated in an exponential way. It is also found that the renewable system size combination plays an important role in the grid stress caused by the power mismatch. With the given weighted factors and the price information, the overall performance varies in a large range (i.e. from 34 to 78) as the building system sizes change. The study results demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively identify the optimal building system sizes based on the obtained overall performance scores.

This method provides an effective way to help designers systematically investigate the uncertainty impacts of building parameters on NZEB system performance in terms of multiple criteria. Meanwhile, in the NZEB system design optimization, the proposed method can provide flexibility to the users in selecting different weighted factors to each criterion according to their actual performance preferences/requirements.
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